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Welcome to Nash Business
How are you doing? I hope you, your family and friends, and your work colleagues are all doing well.

The country seems to be in a much more positive frame of mind, I just hope people are still mindful that the
virus has not gone away and if we don’t all act responsibly in the coming months, it could come back to
really hurt us again. That’s certainly not something anyone wants. However, the vaccine rollout seems to be
going incredibly well, and this alone offers a lot of hope for businesses moving forwards.

As different sectors of the economy prepare to open up again, we’re hoping for a real positive upturn in the
economy, and for businesses to start getting back on track. It’s been an unbelievably difficult 12 months for
the whole country, but we can now start to put that firmly behind us.

With this in mind, we’d like to offer a helping hand to local businesses, with the offer of free publicity via our
social media channels. Have a look at our offer on Page 21. I hope this is something that will be of benefit.

As I said in December, if there’s anything at all that we can do to help you, please don’t hesitate to get in
touch. We’ll do all we can. All the best for the next few months, and thank you for your time and support.

Jon

Jon Loney
Managing Partner
Tel 01752 827080
Email jloney@nash.co.uk

mailto:jloney@nash.co.uk
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/nash-co-solicitors-llp
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News from Nash
Well, 2021 has been a pretty unsettling year so far, but with the Coronavirus vaccine roll out performing
especially well, and with the economy starting to unlock bit by bit, there is some definite optimism in the
air. If there’s any way at all that we can help businesses in the local area get back on their feet, please let
us know. We’d be only too happy to help where we can.

Friday May 14th… That’s the
day that we have
earmarked to begin our 24
hour cycle in aid of The
Bike Network.

We’ll have 2 stationary
bikes running at the same
time, with the aim of cycling
at least from Plymouth to
East London in the 24 hours
permitted. If you’d like to
donate, please VISIT HERE.

See the Bike Network’s
information later in the
magazine to find out more
about them and what they
do!

March has seen not just
some nicer weather, but 3
brand new electrical vehicle
charge points in the car
park and a room in our
office being converted into
showers for our staff to
use. We’re also due to take
delivery of a cycle rack in
the near future too!

It’s all come about because
of Plymouth City Council’s
Workplace Travel grant
scheme, which aims to
make life easier for people
to travel to and from work
in a more sustainable way.
The fund opens for more
applications in April 2021!

As Boris starts to unlock
parts of the economy, our
thoughts are turning to
events again.

In the months leading up to
the first lockdown, our
events firmly established
themselves as “must
attend” dates in business
diaries across the region.
We even sold out of one
event (50 tickets) in just 2
minutes!

We will have some more
news in the next edition of
Nash Business, and those
who booked tickets before
lockdown will hear from us
soon!

mailto:jloney@nash.co.uk
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/nash-co-solicitors-llp


Cancer and its treatments can cause physical changes such as reduced energy levels
and fatigue as well as low mood and anxiety.

Research shows that simple physical activity can reduce many of  the side effects of
cancer treatment and also the risk of  recurrence in some cancer by up to 60 per cent.

Visitwww.thebikenetwork.org

Supporting Cancer patients, survivors, and their family
members by supplying bicycles and cycle equipment.

● Reduce tiredness and fatigue
● Cut heart disease and cancer risk
● Reduce stress and anxiety
● Improve mental well being
● Build muscle

info@thebikenetwork.org
    the_bike_network

    thebikenetworkcharity

    thebikenetworkCompany registration: 12791668
Charity registration: 1192390

● Help keep your weight healthy
● Improve sleep patterns
● Prevent or improve lymphoedema (a

type of swelling caused by treatment
to lymph nodes)

www.thebikenetwork.org


How cycling could help you

The Bike Network is here to help you!

It can sometimes be unnerving building up your activity levels especially whilst undergoing or
awaiting treatment. You may feel tired, lack confidence or simply not know where to start. Being
active actually carries fewer risks than being inactive and The Bike Network are here to help.

We are here to support the cancer community by supplying cycle equipment to patients,
survivors and their family members.

In Prehab (Preparation before treatments):
Patients who undergo prehab should have improved outcomes, including better survival rates,
greater tolerance to treatment, reduced post operative complications and less time spent in
hospital.

In Rehab (Recovery after treatment):
After treatment has finished you can feel drained, weak and left almost empty. Cycling is an
amazing way of rebuilding your strength in a safe and easy manner. It is a low impact activity which
means you have a much lower chance of muscle damage, inflammation and sore joints.

Improve your mental health
Cycling doesn’t only benefit the body; it allows time to digest and think over what is happening.
Whether that is during diagnosis, treatment or after the all clear when you’re anxiously awaiting
news from a follow up with a consultant or scan.

Leaflet kindly designed by
www.bigwavemedia.co.uk

info@thebikenetwork.org
    the_bike_network

    thebikenetworkcharity

    thebikenetwork

www.thebikenetwork.org
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COMMERCIAL PROPERTY

The future of the office in a post-
COVID world

It is often said that the only thing which is constant is change. In
March 2020 the country experienced one of the most significant
changes to daily life – we were instructed to stay at home.

The COVID-19 pandemic has triggered a huge shift in working
practices, particularly for those who are office-based, who have
largely had to work from home throughout the past year. However, it
may be that the pandemic has accelerated an existing trend, rather
than creating a new one.

Over recent years there has been an increased desire for flexibility.
The order to ‘work from home if you can’ was the official
endorsement of what many workers had been hoping for in the last
10 years. In the age of the laptop and – at least for most – a decent
internet connection, the traditional model which advocated the need
to be in the office from 9am until 5pm was already being questioned.
Then the pandemic forced us into a nationwide working from home
experiment.

Now that we are all fairly used to home working, does that signal the
end of the office? Despite the almost apocalyptic claims at the
outset of the pandemic, this is unlikely to be the end, but rather
another phase, in the evolution of the office.

Over recent years
there has been an
increased desire for
flexibility.
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Although some occupiers are considering alternatives, many are still willing to spend large amounts
of money on office space. According to a survey last year by Savills, up to 89% of respondents believe
that physical office space remains a necessity for companies to operate successfully. This suggests
that the office functions as more than just a place to get work done. After all, the home office allows
you to do that.

What does an office provide?
So, what is it that an office provides? It provides structure and the sense of separation between work
and home that many have lost during lockdown. But arguably the most important thing it provides is
interaction. Whether this is in the formal sense of working with colleagues or informal socialising, it is
being in the same place which engenders a business’s culture and internal brand. No matter how
many video calls we have, the creativity and spontaneity of these interactions simply cannot be
replicated.

mailto: ablackburn@nash.co.uk
mailto:mhamiltonwood@nash.co.uk
https://nash.co.uk/business/commercial-property/
https://nash.co.uk/business/commercial-dispute-resolution/


It seems then that the focus of the office may shift away from being a place to just clock in and clock
out. It is now clear that for most people, working practices will not return to the way they were, and
there will be a blended approach to home and office working. When people come into the office, they
will require something more than they get from working at home. The physical layout of offices will no
doubt change to ensure the safety of employees and respect the new emphasis on personal space,
but the changes may need to go further than that. The office will need to cater for an increased
movement of employees. Instead of traditional workstations there may be a transition towards hot-
desking and breakout spaces, and future office layouts are likely to be centred around collaboration.

Something extra too?
We may also see a shift from office space being a product to becoming more of a service – not just
providing a place to work but also providing something extra for the organisation and its employees.
There may be a renewed emphasis on spaces that enhance the health and wellbeing of employees
and which encourage face to face interaction and teamwork.

It might be that the pandemic signals the end of the office as we know it. However, this seems to be
something that has been accelerated, rather than caused, by COVID-19. The office will need to evolve
to meet the needs of a workforce which is more mobile than ever before. What is clear is that the
office can add value to our working lives, and it must continue to do so if it is going to remain viable in
the post-COVID-19 world.

Miranda Hamilton-Wood
Solicitor
Tel: 01752 827040
E: mhamiltonwood@nash.co.uk

Miranda works as part of the Commercial Property team here at Nash &
Co Solicitors. She has a broad range of experience in commercial real
estate, including landlord and tenant work, asset management matters
and freehold transactions. She also has experience dealing with
education sites and has supported on large scale acquisitions, disposals
and property financing projects.

https://nash.co.uk/business/commercial-property/
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COMMERCIAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION

An update on Business
Interruption Insurance (BII)

In January this year, the Supreme Court handed down its final
judgment in a test case looking at insurance claims for losses
caused by Covid-19. The outcome provides some much-needed
certainty for business owners up and down the country, many of
whom have been left in relative limbo by their insurer’s decision
not to pay out. Below, we look at the decision and what it may
mean for you.

What’s this all about?
The lockdowns, imposed since March last year, have had a clear and
significant impact on the country’s economy with the revenue
streams for many businesses, both large and small, being cut off
overnight.

Many businesses had sought to protect themselves from this by
purchasing, often at great expense, business interruption insurance
(“BII”): a specific type of insurance cover designed to pay losses to
insured parties if they are forced to temporarily close. They did so, or
they thought they did so, safe in the knowledge that their insurer
would pay out their losses if they were forced to close through no
fault of their own.
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There’s finally some
good news for those who
lost out on Business
Interruption Insurance.



However, since the first lockdown in March last year, many claims made by policyholders have been
rejected by insurers on the basis that many policies did not extend to the damage caused by the
pandemic. This has raised the prospect of a flurry of court cases as policyholders, who, in many
cases, will have been left with no other means to maintain their business, seek to challenge the
Insurers’ decisions.

This led the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”), concerned at the approach many insurers had taken
in rejecting Covid-19 related claims, to launch its own test case against a handful of large insurers.
The FCA’s purpose had been to seek urgent clarity on whether the Insurers’ interpretation of the
respective policies was lawful and, ultimately, whether policyholders were being treated fairly.

What was the problem with the policies?
BII policies present three main issues to policyholders in the face of the Pandemic. Firstly, standard
policies generally only cover loss of income where a business is closed because of physical damage.
This means because of a storm, fire or flood and would not extend to losses caused by the
lockdowns.

Secondly, many policyholders who had paid to extend their cover to include ‘disease’ came unstuck on
the precise working of their policy. Some policies name specific diseases, which will have not included
Covid-19. Others will simply refer to ‘infectious’ or ‘contagious’ diseases which many Insurers argued
could not apply to Covid-19 on the basis that this wording was intended to apply to localized
outbreaks only and not losses caused by a national lockdown.

Finally, many businesses paid to extend their cover to include losses caused by not being able to
access their business premises.  This will have covered the hospitality and leisure sectors, both of
which will have been directed by the Government to close their doors. However, many policies were
very limited in scope, applying, in some instances, to events only where the Police had cordoned an
area off. There was a huge disparity between the wording of policies and the scope for policyholders
to recover their losses.
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What happened?
The High Court made two important rulings.

In respect of the “disease” policies, these should have been interpreted far more widely than the
insurers had done. The court found that most of these policies, many of which had sought to limit
their cover to precise diseases occurring within a limited radius of the insured, would provide cover.
The court disagreed with the insurers that a policy could be limited, unless the wording is very clear, to
paying out for losses resulting from localized Covid-19 outbreaks only.

Equally, the court found against the insurers for many of the ‘access’ policies addressed in the claim.
Such policies are much more dependent on their precise wording, and whether cover is provided will
largely depend on how affected the business has been by the Government’s response to the
Pandemic. For example, businesses ordered to close or those subjected to mandatory closure orders,
are more likely to successfully argue that they are covered.

The decisions were subject to various appeals and the Supreme Court handed down its final
Judgment on 15 January. The Supreme Court’s view was unanimous in dismissing the insurers’
appeals. The court was very clear that it would not reverse its finding that most of the policies which it
looked at should pay out. It is notable that the court, in its judgment, refers to the principal that the
polices, as with any other contract, must be interpreted objectively by asking what a reasonable
person would have understood the language used in the policy to mean. Only in this way could any
interpretation of the policies be ‘fair’ to policyholders.

mailto: ablackburn@nash.co.uk
mailto:jcarr@nash.co.uk
https://nash.co.uk/business/commercial-dispute-resolution/
https://nash.co.uk/business/commercial-dispute-resolution/
https://www.nash.co.uk/business/employment


What does this mean for you?
The Supreme Court’s decision confirms that many policyholders, who have made claims, should now
have their losses paid.

It is worth bearing in mind that the judgments will not apply to all policies and whether the court’s
decision effects your claim will ultimately come down to the wording of your own policy. Equally, it
was not the purpose of the court proceedings to look at the value of any payment, which may remain
a point of dispute between policyholders and their insurer.

However, if you have made a claim (or intend to still make a claim) and have not received payment,
the matter should be addressed to your insurer, if you have not been contacted by them since the
Supreme Court’s decision. Equally, if your business is considering an offer from its insurer, any
proposed settlement may need to be reconsidered in light of the judgment.

Should you need any advice about your rights to claim under a policy, any continuing dispute with your
insurer or if you have questions concerning your BII policy generally, our team would be happy to have
an initial conversation with you to discuss how we can assist

Jamie Carr
Solicitor
Tel: 01752 827014
E: jcarr@nash.co.uk

Jamie heads up our Commercial Dispute Resolution team. He has
advised on a range of matters including contractual and commercial
disputes, construction disputes, commercial and residential property
matters, debt recovery and data protection breaches.

https://nash.co.uk/business/commercial-dispute-resolution/
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The majority of landlords will, at one point or another, need to arrange finance - depending on
their circumstances this can have different levels of complexity; there is a vast difference
between a single buy-to-let mortgage, finance for a House of Multiple Occupancy (HMO), for a
holiday let, or even a property portfolio, which itself could be a mix of residential and
commercial property.

We all know how residential mortgages for personal use work. They are fairly straight-forward
- yes, they can be time consuming and a real nuisance to obtain, but the main advantage you
have is that you know in advance what you are able to get. Mortgage lenders advertise their
different product ranges, so you can generally see what the available terms are very quickly –
the interest rates, the amount you can borrow, and what the monthly payments over a set
period of time will be.

The process gets more complicated when you are looking to obtain finance for a commercial
property. Unlike residential finance, commercial finance is a bespoke service, where lenders do
not advertise their terms in advance. So this means that lenders decide how much they are
willing to lend you, and on what terms, based on a variety of different factors. These can
include your loan-to-value (LTV) and the amount of rent received, but can also include factors
such as your experience as a landlord, other income you receive and property you own.
Whilst some lenders do advertise selected products for simple buy-to-let mortgages, if you
require finance for an HMO, holiday let, or have several properties, the number of options
which are available to you may vary. Approaching the right lender, and in the correct manner,
may influence the type of finance that you are able to obtain.

For example, a HMO has a different rent profile compared to a standard buy-to-let property.
Depending on the situation, this could mean that the landlord is able to obtain more finance, or
receive more favourable terms. Similarly, if a landlord has a small portfolio of properties, it

ADVERTORIAL

The many different types of
commercial finance for landlords





may be possible to use some of the properties as security for new acquisitions, which can
help raise additional finance to grow the portfolio, or refinance and improve existing loan
terms.

It is worth remembering that using an experienced broker could be the best option when
looking for finance; this will take away all the hassle, ensure you have access to the right
lenders, and secures the right finance for you and your business –  you will speak to real
people locally, instead of a chatbot or a remote call centre!

A good broker always works for you; doesn’t represent the lender or shoe-horn you into
lenders’ products.

A good broker also works collaboratively with your other advisors and key players, especially
your solicitor.  It’s wise to choose a solicitor with great commercial awareness and experience.
Your broker and solicitor should work together for speed and efficiency and are there to
ensure you get the result you want.

Remember also, that some lending institutions prefer to engage their own independent
solicitors to act for them in the process, further illustrating why co-ordination with all parties is
vital to the outcome of the transaction, and why the role of the broker should not be
overlooked.

If you would like know more about of the possibilities of raising finance, and what may be
available to you, the team at ASC is always happy to help you.

Please call or email Conrad Robins in our Truro office if you’re interested in finding out more.
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We would like to
offer all local

businesses some
FREE PUBLICITY

Every Friday throughout the months of April and May, we’ll be
using our social media channels to help promote and
support local businesses. We’ll share social media posts and
information to help them reach a potentially new audience.

It doesn’t matter what kind of business you are - a builder,
hair dresser, mortgage broker, florist, restaurant, pub, or food
delivery business… (though we may draw the line at other law
firms!). As long as you’re within around 20 miles of
Plymouth, we’d want to shout about you and get you some
more followers (and hopefully some more business too!).

To take part, please message us on any of our social media
channels, or email us at marketing@nash.co.uk and we’ll tell
you what we need. #ThereWhenYouNeedUs

mailto:marketing@nash.co.uk
mailto:marketing@nash.co.uk
https://www.linkedin.com/in/conrad-robins-2b189939/
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Are you moving house?

We’re the only law firm in Devon and Cornwall with a mobile

phone app that helps speed up your property purchase or

sale and where you can sign  forms and paperwork

electronically.

Now a large number of our clients are using the mobile

phone app, we are able to complete on average 2 or 3

weeks quicker than we did before.

You can check the progress of the transaction 24 hours

a day, 365 days a year, and with a handy “To Do” list

built into the app, you know exactly where you are and

what’s coming up next.

And just as we don’t believe in hidden charges for

printing and photocopying, we don’t charge any extra

fees for using the app either!

If you are interested or want more information,

don’t hesitate to give our Residential Property

team  a call on 01752 664444

Then find out how our mobile phone app for conveyancing
clients can help you. We don’t charge you a penny for using it.

And it will help to really speed things along.



EMPLOYMENT

Every little helps…

Mr Abdoul El Gorrou (‘the Claimant’) recently brought a claim of
unfair dismissal against supermarket giant, Tesco.

The Claimant had worked for Tesco for 20 years as a customer service
assistant. On 7 June 2019, an incident took place between the
Claimant and a shoplifter.

By way of background, this particular store was at high risk of
shoplifters who would sometimes be violent. The reporting system for
security incidents was so complex (the staff had asked for a simpler
version) that staff didn’t use it so the incident went unreported. There
was also no security guard presence at the store.

Whistleblowing
In September 2019, an anonymous complaint was made to Tesco’s
whistleblowing hotline. The complainant made allegations against the
Claimant of theft and assault and included a video of the incident on 7
June 2019 which the caller had filmed from the CCTV showing in store
at the time.

Tesco did not have a full version of the CCTV as it was automatically
deleted after a period of time but the footage from the complainant
showed the following:

Tesco did not have a
full version of the
CCTV as it was
automatically deleted.
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1. the shoplifter sat on a chair in the store’s office;
2. the Claimant entering the office, grabbing the shoplifter’s hood and pushing it down;
3. the shoplifter swinging his right arm towards the Claimant (with something appearing to be

in the shoplifter’s hand) and the Claimant catching the shoplifter’s arm;
4. a struggle ensuing which resulted in the Claimant restraining the shoplifter and later being

helped with the restraint by his colleague;
5. the shoplifter propelling his chair back resulting in further restraint; and then
6. the police arriving and restraining the shoplifter whilst they continued to attempt to escape.

The Claimant was suspended and an investigation commenced. It transpired that the allegation of
theft was false; however, Tesco proceeded to invite the Claimant to a disciplinary meeting to consider
the allegation that he had acted unacceptably in initiating and sustaining physical conduct when
detaining the shoplifter.

During the disciplinary, the Claimant put forward his defence: the Claimant claimed that he had
noticed the shoplifter and invited him into the office in accordance with the Respondent’s shoplifting
policy. Whilst the shoplifter was in the office, the Claimant said that he turned aggressive and spat at
the Claimant. Furthermore, that the shoplifter had a key in his hand, which, at the time, the Claimant
thought was a screwdriver. The Claimant, concerned for the safety of the staff and customers outside
the office, proceeded to go into the office and restrain the shoplifter. The Claimant produced photos
of the key which was held in the shoplifter’s hand in such a way that it could have been used as a
weapon.

Tesco decided it was appropriate to summarily dismiss the Claimant for gross misconduct and,
although the Claimant appealed, the appeal was unsuccessful.

The question for the Employment Judge was whether the Claimant had been unfairly dismissed. The
legal test to be applied is (1) did the employer genuinely believe the employee was guilty of
misconduct? (2) did the employer have reasonable grounds upon which to base that belief? and (3) at
the stage such a belief was formed, did the employer carry out as much investigation as was
reasonable?
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The Judge found that Tesco had failed at the second hurdle. The Judge found that the belief was not
arrived at on reasonable grounds for a number of reasons including: the Claimant’s unblemished 20
years’ service; the photographic evidence the Claimant had provided of the shoplifter’s “weapon key”;
the evidence that the Claimant was spat at; the fact that the Claimant’s account was broadly
supported by his colleague; that the complaint from the whistleblower was suspicious, including a
malicious allegation of theft; that the CCTV evidence was decontextualized; and that the Claimant had
not breached the Respondent’s policy. For reference, the Respondent’s policy did not cover a situation
where a shoplifter had been escorted into the office, but then became threatening.

The Judge went on to find that, even if the Claimant had breached the Respondent’s policy and the
Respondent had formed a genuine belief that the Claimant had breached the policy following
reasonable investigation, the Claimant’s dismissal would still be unfair. Why? Because on top of this, a
Judge must also consider whether, by the objective standards of a hypothetical reasonable employer,
dismissing an employee fell within a band of reasonable responses open to the employer. The Judge
considered that it did not: the Claimant was placed in a difficult situation in a dangerous store. The
Judge also referred again to the Claimant’s unblemished long service, the delay in the whistleblowing
complaint, the malice of the whistleblower and the lack of a complaint from the shoplifter.

mailto: ablackburn@nash.co.uk
mailto:rcollins@nash.co.uk
https://www.nash.co.uk/business/employment


The Claimant was awarded £42,000 in compensation.

An expensive day out in court for Tesco, but what can employers generally learn from this case?
Firstly, it is a useful reminder of the factors taken into account by an Employment Tribunal when
considering a claim of unfair dismissal. Secondly, although it wouldn’t have saved Tesco in this case,
Tribunals always consider a company’s policies, so employers should make sure they are clear and
deal with realistic eventualities. For example, in this store where dangerous shoplifters were
increasing in number and there was a lack of reporting and security measures, it would have been
prudent to issue guidance on what staff should do if a shoplifter becomes violent. In addition,
employers should always try and look at misconduct objectively – the suspicious circumstances of
how this case was reported to Tesco were not given enough weight nor was the lack of guidance
given to the employee as to how to deal with a dangerous scenario – and finally, don’t underestimate
the importance of a long, unblemished employment record when considering whether summary
dismissal is the appropriate sanction as it can really tilt the balance in the employee’s favour.

If you have any questions, or if you need some help with putting in place policies or other employment
law issues, please don’t hesitate to contact us.

Rachel Collins
Associate Solicitor
Tel: 01752 827082
E: rcollins@nash.co.uk

Rachel is an Associate Solicitor in the Employment team. She acts for
employers, advising on a wide range of day to day HR issues and also
has extensive experience defending Employment Tribunal claims on
behalf of businesses, such as unfair dismissal claims, discrimination,
whistleblowing claims and TUPE.

https://www.nash.co.uk/business/employment
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Do you have any specific
employment law

questions that you want
answers to?

In future editions of Nash Knowledge (our
Employment Law magazine), we’ll take at least one

question that we’ve been sent, and we’ll publish a full
answer and explanation.

So, now’s your chance to ask that employment law
question that you’ve always wanted an answer for!

We’re happy to keep it anonymous if you prefer!

Just email us your question to
marketing@nash.co.uk by the 20th of each month,

and we’ll pick the best one that we’ve been sent. The
answer will be in the following month’s edition!

#AskNash #AskUsAQuestion

mailto:marketing@nash.co.uk
mailto:marketing@nash.co.uk


Most importantly for employers, the furlough
scheme has been extended from its original
deadline of the end of April until the end of
September.

In terms of the extended furlough scheme, we also
know that from July, employers will be expected to
pay 10% towards the hours staff don’t work,
increasing to 20% in August and September.

It is estimated that the furlough scheme has, to
date, protected more than 11 million jobs so it is
hoped that the extension will continue in that vein,
giving businesses the support they need as the
economy slowly re-opens.

There is also good news for the self-employed as,
with the widening of the grant criteria, some
600,000 more people will now be eligible for
government support.

Budget 2021 - Furlough Announcement

Just in time for publishing this month’s Nash Knowledge, Rishi Sunak announced this year’s
budget (thank you Rishi).

NASH BUSINESS
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Subscribe to the Devon & Plymouth Chamber’s exciting new podcast series

The Devon & Plymouth Chamber has joined forces with Fresh Air Studios in Plymouth to launch a
brand new series of podcasts for the South West business community and beyond.

'In Conversation With...' features personalities and business owners from across the region, with each
episode containing two interviews.

In 'Chamber Chat', podcast host and Chamber CEO Stuart Elford chats with well-known local
personalities such as Luke Goss, David FitzGerald and Luke Pollard MP, to find out more about them
as people and discuss our region.

Meanwhile, 'Chamber Made' will see Stuart talk with members of the Devon & Plymouth Chamber
about their businesses, how they started out, the highs and lows, and what their plans are for the
future.

This series of podcasts was recorded at and produced by Fresh Air Studios' production centre in
Plymouth. Fresh Air Studios was established in 1998 and provides a wide range of audio production
services for internal communications, IVR and podcasting.

https://apple.co/3sNeoyf
https://spoti.fi/39ZmHP3
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/with-johnny-mercer-mp-and-howard-davies-from-salcombe-gin/id1549894439?i=1000507121220
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/broadcaster-writer-david-fitzgerald-claire-oatway-entrepreneur/id1549894439?i=1000508980221
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/paul-winterton-md-langage-farm-kate-dowsett-from-peace/id1549894439?i=1000511019704


It is recognised throughout the UK as a respected independent audio agency and has won numerous
awards for content and advertising production. Paul Philpott, the company’s CEO, explains the inspiration
for the new podcast and why Fresh Air Studios is happy to be involved: "This region has a wealth of
business expertise, firms that have diversified in the face of adversity, companies that are innovating
every day, and our fair share of entrepreneurs, too – all with exciting and interesting stories to tell.

"We are really excited to provide a new source of inspirational business content, and some great
interviews with 'the powers that be' where they have the opportunity to face some challenging
questions."

Stuart Elford, CEO of Devon & Plymouth Chamber of Commerce, adds: “Our new ‘In Conversation With…’
series contains some fabulous interviews with some really interesting characters.

“These podcasts are all about being able to hear from a whole variety of people, finding out more about
them as individuals and talking about our region.

“You can listen to our podcasts and subscribe at any time by searching for ‘Devon Chamber In
Conversation With’.

“Three episodes are already live, with a new one being released every two weeks.”

In episode one, Stuart talks to Johnny Mercer MP about the highs and lows of being an MP, his opinions
on politics and politicians, and 'that' shower scene, while the first ‘Chamber Made’ guest is Howard Davies
from Salcombe Distilling, home of Salcombe Gin.

Episode two features an hilarious and enlightening conversation with David 'Fitz' FitzGerald about his
career so far in broadcasting, his varied achievements as a writer and his love of birds and Devon. Stuart
also talks to Claire Oatway about her experience of entrepreneurship, leadership and a surprising Olympic
sporting past.

And in episode three, Paul Winterton, Managing Director of Langage Farm, gives a highly personal
interview about his career, family and aspirations, while entrepreneur Kate Dowsett from Peace and
Coffee (and more) talks about the move from battleships to coffee beans.

Simply click the logos above to subscribe

https://apple.co/3sNeoyf
https://spoti.fi/39ZmHP3
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/with-johnny-mercer-mp-and-howard-davies-from-salcombe-gin/id1549894439?i=1000507121220
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/broadcaster-writer-david-fitzgerald-claire-oatway-entrepreneur/id1549894439?i=1000508980221
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/paul-winterton-md-langage-farm-kate-dowsett-from-peace/id1549894439?i=1000511019704




MARKETING

Have you been bitten by
‘emotional marketing’?

Have you heard of the term, ‘emotional marketing’ before? Even if
you’re not aware of it, there’s a good chance that you’ve been
impacted by it in some way. It’s a way of using emotion to
persuade someone to do something and it’s certainly not a new
technique. Even the Greek philosopher Aristotle, talked about the
concept of using emotion to appeal to and persuade.

Everyone recognises that emotion is a pretty powerful force. It’s little
wonder then that marketers have seized on emotion as a way of
establishing a deep connection between the audience and a product
or service. It doesn’t always have to be based around creating a
positive emotion either. Indeed, it can trigger fear, anger, joy, or any
other emotion that’s strong enough to persuade you to do
something.

Think back to some of the adverts that you’ve seen that you really
remember or that had an impact on you.

Innocent Drinks
I remember listening to John Thornton talk at a marketing event a
while ago. He’s one of the senior social media staff at Innocent
Drinks, that well-known smoothie company who just seems to do
everything incredibly well. He mentioned that 90% of their social
media posts have absolutely nothing to do with Innocent Drinks or

“When someone’s
standing in a
supermarket in the
fridge aisle and they’re
trying to decide which
smoothie to buy, I want
them to see our logo and
smile…”
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even smoothies. They’re all about making people smile or feel good. Someone asked him why. His
answer was brilliant. “When someone’s standing in a supermarket in the fridge aisle and they’re trying
to decide which smoothie to buy, I want them to see our logo and smile, because they remember
something funny that we posted. If we can make them smile, then 9 times out of 10, they’ll pick up the
Innocent drink and put it in their basket.”

What a brilliant marketing strategy. That’s why their most viewed social media post wasn’t about
smoothies or health or anything like that. It was about the Eurovision Song Contest, complaining that
Ireland didn’t give the UK any points.

Volkswagen
Another great example is from Volkswagen. A while back, they launched an advertising campaign
called “safe happens”, promoting their Jetta cars. The adverts portrayed some pretty graphic images
of car accidents. The message they were trying to get over was that accidents can happen to anyone.
The adverts stirred people’s emotions, got them scared, got them wondering… and resulted in a 17%
increase in sales of Volkswagen’s Jetta line.

But you don’t always have to resort to using horrific images or danger to stir people’s fear. How often
have you seen a count down clock on an advert, or “only 2 left at this price” on a hotel booking or
flights website? That uses fear, but in a different way. It appeals to one of human-kind’s base
emotions... fear of missing out. You hate the thought that you’re going to miss out on a fantastic deal.
Hell, I’m a marketer myself, and I still fall for this kind of thing. Half the time, I look at it afterwards and
realise I didn’t even need it. But the fear of missing out was there and I clicked.

Peloton
People love being part of something, belonging to a community. Especially if it’s seen as being
something cool, healthy and trendy. This next example is emotional marketing at its best. I’m pretty
sure you can’t fail to have seen the adverts on TV for Peloton. It’s a subscription health company,
where they want you to buy a monthly membership. It started out promoting their cycling product –
you need to own one of their Peloton bikes to be part of the community. That’s going to set you back
nearly £2,000. Plus the monthly membership cost. You can then take part in group fitness classes,
from the luxury of your own home. It looks fantastic in their TV adverts. And it builds a real sense of
community for it’s members, using emotional marketing to create that need to belong. But ultimately,
it’s just a stationary bike, in your garage, dining room or bedroom. And you can pick one of them up for
an absolute fraction of the price. At the most, it’s a gym membership for a whole year for half the price
of the Peloton bike alone.
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During the classes, the session leader mentions people by name and location… “Look at Sam from
Plymouth, you’re doing great today!” Why do they go to those lengths? Because it fuels a sense of
belongingness, members feel recognised and appreciated when they’re mentioned. Members feel like
they’re truly part of something bigger – the Peloton community.

Peloton built this community, and at the same time, through their adverts, made non members need
something expensive and far beyond what we had ever stretched for before. In America, such was the
passion from Peloton’s fan base, that the company sealed a deal to supply Peloton bikes to Westin
hotels. Suddenly, Peloton members travelling the country for meetings, conferences etc, wanted to
stay in Westin hotels and use their bikes for fitness classes while out on the road. Now those are real
‘brand fans’. They’ve emotionally bought into the whole thing.

But a word of caution. While emotional marketing’s incredibly clever and powerful, you really need to
be very careful when you’re using it. Because if things go wrong, you don’t just risk losing a sale. You
risk losing a brand fan too. And that can be really dangerous for your profit margins.

mailto: ablackburn@nash.co.uk
mailto:dbriggs@nash.co.uk
https://nash.co.uk/business/commercial-dispute-resolution/


Dave Briggs
Marketing Manager
Tel: 01752 827011
E: dbriggs@nash.co.uk

Dave runs the Marketing team at Nash & Co Solicitors. He joined in 2017
and has helped to significantly increase the firm’s profile, web presence
and Corporate Social Responsibility.

Apple
I was reading an article a few weeks ago. Now the author of the article was totally addicted to Apple
products. You name it, she had it. One day, she bought a new Macbook computer, plugged it into her
speakers, and went to launch a new playlist that she had made. Her jaw hit the floor. I won’t go into
each of the things that lead to it, but she basically lost half her music catalogue that she had bought
on iTunes over the years. Nearly £3,000 of music had vanished. She was devastated, not just because
of the music she had lost, but because in that moment, she had lost all trust in Apple products. Right
there, Apple lost a brand fan and all the subsequent purchases of their products that she would have
made. Now losing just one person isn’t going to cause Apple to go into a downward spiral. But you
can hopefully see from this, just how dangerous it can be if something bigger goes wrong, and a lot of
customers are affected.

If you do everything right, emotional marketing’s brilliant and can really reap rewards. But if you take
one thing away from this, it’s that you have to be careful when you play with people’s emotions,
because if you’re not careful, it can really come back and bite you. Hard.
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WILLS, TRUSTS, TAX & PROBATE

Protect your pampered pooch…
or anyone else for that matter.

Some people complain about having a dog’s life, but probably not if
they were Lulu the border collie who lives in Tennessee.

Sadly, Lulu’s owner Bill Doris, passed away last year and under the
terms of his will he left his beloved dog a $5 million trust fund to
make sure that she was looked after into her dotage. You may think
that Lulu will have gone on a spending spree and now owns a gold-
plated doghouse and diamond encrusted collar.  However, the trust
is been established in such a way to protect the funds and make
sure Lulu isn’t too spoilt.

Lulu has been rehomed with Bill’s friend Martha Burton who already
looked after Lulu when Bill was away on business. Lulu’s trust fund is
controlled by the trustees to whom Martha can make applications
for funds to look after Lulu.  This is a great example of how a trust
can be used effectively to make sure that a specific purpose is
achieved, in this case caring for Lulu.  Alongside this, it also ensures
long-term protection of the assets for Lulu’s ongoing benefit and
eventually for the funds pass on to the ultimate beneficiaries, such
as an animal charity.

Although most of us
won’t have $5 million
to put into a trust fund
the same can be
achieved with far more
modest sums.
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Although most of us won’t have $5 million to put into a trust fund the same can be achieved with far
more modest sums. Wills can be drafted to include flexible provisions and trusts to allow for things
like the care of a pet or providing funds to whoever looks after the pet to cover vet’s bills, food et
cetera.  The trust can also ensure that any funds left in the trust go where the deceased would have
wanted them to.

These forms of trusts don’t just have to be used for pets and can be useful for trying to protect
vulnerable beneficiaries.  For many people, an inheritance will be the largest sum that they receive as
a one-off payment in their lifetime. This can sometimes lead to a situation where the money is
squandered or one where other people may take advantage. It can also be the case that the pressure
and burden of managing large sums can be too much for an individual. A trust can be extremely
helpful in these circumstances as it takes considerable pressure off the beneficiary.

The trustees can take over the management of the funds and act like a parent or guardian would in
ensuring that the beneficiaries are well looked after.  This can range from making sure that they have
a regular income or a property to live in, or just taking away the worry regarding investing the funds
and protecting their long-term future.  Additionally, trusts can also be used to protect assets from
divorce, bankruptcy or care home fees.

NASH BUSINESS
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Although a trust may seem very complicated and only for the super-rich, that is not the case. A properly
drafted trust, set up with good advice, can be an effective and efficient way of protecting your estate.
So, whether you are looking to make sure your pet is cared for, a vulnerable beneficiary is protected or
just to ensure that assets are not lost through a bankruptcy, divorce or care home fees, a trust is an
option to consider.

At Nash and Co our team has significant experience in advising clients on both the practical and legal
aspects of trusts and we are happy to discuss your situation to see if this would be a suitable option
for you.

David Cornelius
Partner
Tel: 01752 827076
E: dcornelius@nash.co.uk

David leads the Wills, Trust and Probate team at Nash & Co, and has a
fantastic reputation throughout the area for his technical knowledge,
experience and client service. He can advise on many areas, including
Wills, Trusts, Estate Administration and LPA’s.

https://www.nash.co.uk/personal/wills-trust-and-probate/
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The basic idea is therefore that public bodies, including most councils, can be forced to sell vacant
land or buildings. These measures are intended to provide an opportunity for local communities to
redevelop and transform eyesores, take control of unused local land or buildings and transform
them into something they want in their area.

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY

The Right to Regenerate - bringing
unused land back to life

The Government has launched a consultation on more effective
ways to bring unused or underused public land in England back
into use – in the form of a ‘Right to Regenerate’.

What is the Right to Regenerate?
The fundamental principles are:-

1. A new Right to Regenerate to enable the public to require
councils and the public sector to sell unused land and assets.

2. Proposals for the public to have first right of refusal to
purchase underused land in England.

3. Such land to be sold by default, unless there is a compelling
reason not to.

4. Make it simpler, quicker and easier for the public to
transform vacant land and derelict buildings into homes,
businesses or community spaces.

The basic idea is
therefore that public
bodies, including most
councils, can be forced
to sell vacant land or
buildings.
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The Right to Regenerate is intended to prevent public bodies from sitting on derelict sites, which
sometimes they have neither the intention nor means to develop. This would apply to empty social
housing and garages, potentially completely transforming the local authority housing stock. The right
would not apply to central government land.

Why has nobody thought of this before?
Well, they have. The Right to Regenerate consultation is in fact a review of the current scheme known
as the Right to Contest. This scheme allows the public to request the disposal of unused or underused
land that has been derelict or vacant for a long period of time. The aim of the scheme is to improve the
attractiveness of an area and reduce anti-social behaviour. It enables central government to direct the
sale of the land on the open market.

However, the effectiveness of the Right to Contest has been called into question, and the statistics
appear to support this. Since 2014, 192 requests have been made to purchase such land – with only
one request having been successful. Typically, refusals have been on the grounds that the owner –
public authority – had future plans for the sites. The result of this being that many sites have remained
unused.

How could this change things?
It seems that the Right to Regenerate will set a higher bar for local authorities. They will need to have
clear plans for the use of the land in the near future. These will then be kept under review. Greater
transparency will be provided to ensure that such land is not simply being sat on. Such measures
include requiring Councils to:-

5. Submit quarterly reports on the number of preliminary enquiries made;

6. Display physical and electronic notices where a request has been made to release a site; and

7. Publish all requests, together with their reasoning and outcomes, on councils’ websites.

There will also be a shift in impetus, with a presumption in favour of the disposal of such land – such
that it will be for the local authority to show that it should not be sold.
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Nick Winslet
Partner
Tel: 01752 827013
E: nwinslet@nash.co.uk

Nick is the Head of Commercial Property.  He’s established himself as
one of the top lawyers in Commercial Property in the area and draws
from his extensive experience to provide excellent client care and a
thorough knowledge of the market.

https://nash.co.uk/business/commercial-property/

Additionally, there is potential for the process itself to change – making it quicker and clearer to
identify, purchase and redevelop the unused land.  The consultation will consider whether the person
who makes the application should get a right of first refusal to buy the land at market value. Ensuring
that an applicant goes to the front of the queue may incentivise more applications.

The consultation is also inviting views on the definitions of ‘unused’ and ‘underused’ land in order to
help guide and encourage the public to make requests.

To safeguard against the disposed land being sat on in the private sector as had been the case when
in the ownership of the public sector, there could be a condition of the sale that land will only be sold
to a party with the firm intention and means to redevelop the site.

The consultation closes on 13 March 2021, following which the government will consider the
responses and decide whether to progress the Right to Regenerate with a view to empowering the
public to pursue regeneration of public land for a more productive use.
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Capital grants of up to £25,000 are available to local businesses, within the Plymouth city
region, for measures that help staff travel more sustainably to, from and whilst at work.

The grants form part of the Plymouth City Council’s Productive Plymouth Transforming Cities Fund
programme.

The kind of measures that could receive funding include:

● Providing secure cycle parking
● Intrducing pool bikes
● Installing workplace shower facilities

But the bids aren’t limited to these areas and
the Council is open to innovative proposals
that specifically reflect how the business
operates. The Council can contribute a
maximum of 75 per cent of the scheme costs.

Successful applicants will be supported by the
Council’s Plymotion at Your Workplace
personalised travel planning team to help you
get the maximum impact from the grant.

Applications from businesses will soon reopen
and full details will be available here. If you
want to be notified when the funding round opens,
email Andrew Thomson here:
Andrew.Thomson@plymouth.gov.uk

https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/parkingandtravel/transportplansandprojects/transportplans/transformingcitiesfund/workplacetravelgrants#:~:text=As%20part%20of%20the%20Council's,be%20made%20by%20sustainable%20transport.
https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/parkingandtravel/transportplansandprojects/transportplans/transformingcitiesfund/workplacetravelgrants#:~:text=As%20part%20of%20the%20Council's,be%20made%20by%20sustainable%20transport.
mailto:Andrew.Thomson@plymouth.gov.uk
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We got a grant last year, and this is how we used it!

Here at Nash & Co Solicitors, we were successful in applying for grant funding to enable us to offer
more sustainable travel-to-work options for our staff.

Electrical Vehicle Charging Points
We were able to purchase and install 3 electrical vehicle charging points for our staff to use. We
already have a few members of staff with electrical or hybrid cars, so this will certainly be of benefit
to them. And with electrical cars only set to become more popular, we saw this as a great
investment for our staff’s future.

Shower Room
We have some keen runners, cyclists and walkers in the firm. But one of the barriers to running,
walking or cycling to work, was not having a shower here for them to use. We did however, have a
spare kitchen in our board room, that wasn’t really being used. So we used funding from the
Workplace Travel Grants to convert the kitchen to a shower room! Staff will now be able to run, walk
or cycle to work, knowing they can have a shower when they get here. They can also exercise at
lunch too - something that previously had also been hard to do.

Cycle Rack
And for those staff who like to cycle to work, we expect to take delivery (any day now) of a nice shiny
brand new cycle rack for them to securely store their bikes.

What now?
Well, we’re already putting plans together to apply for more funding when the fund opens again.
There are other things that we want to prioritise, to enable our staff to have a better quality of life,
and a better impact on the environment and our community.

We wouldn’t hesitate to recommend local businesses apply for this money. The 2021/22 round of
funding will open in the new financial year, and it’s definitely worth doing. It’s there to help you, your
business, and your staff.

https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/parkingandtravel/transportplansandprojects/transportplans/transformingcitiesfund/workplacetravelgrants#:~:text=As%20part%20of%20the%20Council's,be%20made%20by%20sustainable%20transport.
https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/parkingandtravel/transportplansandprojects/transportplans/transformingcitiesfund/workplacetravelgrants#:~:text=As%20part%20of%20the%20Council's,be%20made%20by%20sustainable%20transport.
mailto:Andrew.Thomson@plymouth.gov.uk
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CONTRACT LAW

Endeavouring to understand
endeavour clauses.

The term best reasonable endeavours has been in the press lately,
and the subject of some public debate.  But what do such phrases
mean?

We cannot comment on any particular case without all of the facts,
especially when details are redacted (!), but in general terms it is
worth being aware of clauses such as “best endeavours”,
“reasonable endeavours”, and “all reasonable endeavours” which
perhaps surprisingly can impose quite different obligations.

Why even use endeavour clauses?
Certainty of contract terms is a principle that underpins English
contract law. The courts ability or desire to intervene and reinterpret
agreements is limited.  Although, as discussed in our article on Good
Faith, this may be beginning to change.

Generally, a promise is a promise in contract law and you can be
liable if you don’t fulfil it.  But not everything can be 100%
guaranteed, so the promising party may be cagey about promising
what it may be unable to deliver. However, the other party would
want some assurance before making its own commitments.  “I
might do it” (and therefore might not) won’t give the other party any
comfort.

If at first you don’t
succeed, how many
times do you have to
try to avoid breach of
contract?

https://nash.co.uk/force-majeure-coronavirus/
https://nash.co.uk/code-of-practice/
https://nash.co.uk/code-of-practice/


“force majeure” clauses can be useful where the reason for the failure is some unexpected external
event (such as a pandemic) and we discuss this in more depth here, but this won’t always apply.

So, we resort to endeavour clauses.  It is not an absolute promise but is a real commitment to try, and
failure to make enough effort can be a breach.

NASH BUSINESS
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Best endeavours

This is the strongest
requirement.  Quite literally, it
is not second-best
endeavours. Rather, it must be
the best or all efforts that a
reasonable person (from the
perspective of wanting the
intended contractual
outcome) could reasonably do
in the circumstances. If there
are multiple reasonable things
that the person could try then
they must try all of them even
if this incurs extra expenditure.
“Reasonableness” still allows
one to have some limited
regard to the interests of the
person who made the
promise. For instance, they
would not be required to
bankrupt themselves or
commit a crime.
Nevertheless, “best
endeavours” is still a
potentially very onerous
obligation that could lead to
severe losses for the
promising party.

Reasonable endeavours

This is less burdensome and a
party would not in such cases
be required to sacrifice their
own commercial interests.
Additionally, they can consider
the profitability of taking each
course of action available. If
there is more than one
reasonable course of action
available, it is not necessarily
the case that the court would
require the person to try them
all. The court would instead
consider what would be
reasonable in the
circumstances (at the time of
carrying out the actions).
There is more scope to
present justifications for not
pursuing  more onerous
options that a reasonable
business might consider
excessive or not appropriate
to the scale or nature of the
contract.

All reasonable endeavours

This standard is less clear.
Naturally, it would seem to sit
somewhere between the other
two. In such cases it is likely
(but not at all settled law) that
a court would require a party
to at least consider all
available options and try most
if not all of them. However,
they would have more ability
to discount those that really
would impose the most severe
financial or practical burden
on the promising party.
Suffice to say that simply
saying “we tried” or “we tried a
couple of things” may not be
good enough. A clear case for
why everything possible was
not done would be required.
This phrase is one that at
present has less predictable
obligations.
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How hard would I have to try?
The context of the contract and other terms within it may also be important in interpreting the scale
of an endeavours clause. Greater certainty may be achievable by defining in the contract:

1. What steps should be carried out;

2. How long for; and

3. Whether additional expenditure in doing so should be incurred.

Endeavours clauses are useful where an absolute obligation is simply not possible or very unwise.
However, they can give rise to uncertainty.  They therefore represent a compromise of flexibility over
certainty.

If you would like to find out more about this, please contact the commercial team here at Nash & Co.

Austin Blackburn
Partner
Tel: 01752 827125
E: ablackburn@nash.co.uk

Austin runs the Commercial team at Nash & Co.  He has a wide breadth
of knowledge and experience in contracts, commercial & partnership
agreements, property, company formations and corporate restructuring.

https://www.nash.co.uk/business/commercial/
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Can your business take advantage of the new
Apprentice incentives?

Chancellor Rishi Sunak announced in his budget plans on Wednesday 3rd March the biggest incentive
to employers considering taking on an Apprentice. This gives everyone an equal opportunity to retrain
regardless of age.

New incentives have seen the 16-18 payment increase from £3,000 to £4,000 and the new incentive for
age 19+ now set at £3,000. This will be effective for all new Apprenticeship starts from the 1st of April
‘21 until the 30th of September ‘21.

The pandemic has seen all ages affected with job losses throughout all sectors, making people look
towards retraining and upskilling for new opportunities.  This is not only good news for those wishing to
recruit an Apprentice, but also the prospective apprentices who may already have a wealth of
transferable skills that employers need.

The Government have never offered incentives of this amount, the incentive for 25+ learners has now
doubled to £3,000.

Although we know the pandemic has hit the younger age groups the most, it has also hit people in older
age groups who never thought they would find themselves in this situation, but the new incentive
announced levels the playing field for all age 19+ learners.

This gives everyone an equal opportunity to re-train regardless of age. As we know some sectors have
suffered more than others during the pandemic, but there are sectors out there that are expected to do
well and grow in the coming years, including construction, and the Green Sector will be high up this list
and include Apprenticeships in all technical areas of electrical, which will include solar panels and
electrical vehicle charging. The need for electric vehicle charging will be massive with the Government
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target for electrical vehicle roll out over the coming 5 years. Gas & plumbing trades will be driving the
new incentives for the conversion to air source and ground source heat pumps both in new builds and
eventually retro fitting.

There are also other opportunities for employers to try out the newly revamped Traineeship
Programme. This is where possible recruits of all ages can have a taste of trying different trades, a
mixture of theory and practical training with an element of work experience with willing employers who
will be able to pull down a government incentive of £1,000 for the placements they can hopefully offer.
This allows both parties to ‘try before they buy’.

Prospective employers will have the opportunity to pick from a very talented pool of prospective
employees in the future, some that already have a wealth of experience, have the work ethic and are
just looking to retrain or take a new career in a different occupational area.

The Focus Training Group can help you find your way through Apprenticeship recruitment whether you
are a learner or an employer, if you are a school leaver or an older learner looking to re-train.
Employers are key to these programmes working, we have never needed you more.

For more information regarding the new funding and the contents of an Apprenticeship please go to
our website www.thefocustraininggroup.com or e mail enquiries@thefocustraininggroup.com
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